Abstract. This paper proves that Leray's self-similar solutions of the threedimensional Navier-Stokes equations must be trivial under very general assumptions, for example, if they satisfy local energy estimates.
Introduction
In 1934 Leray Le] raised the question of the existence of self-similar solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. For a long time, the self-similar solutions had appeared to be a good candidate for constructing singular solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. Leray's question was unanswered until 1995, when Ne cas, R u zi cka, and Sver ak NRS] showed, among other things, that the only self-similar solution satisfying the global energy estimates is zero. Although they answered Leray's original problem, some important questions were left open. For example, can a selfsimilar solution satisfying local energy estimates exist? The goal of this paper is to show that the self-similar solutions must be zero under very general assumptions, for example, if they satisfy the local energy estimates.
For the Navier-Stokes equations u t ? u + u ru + rp = 0 div u = 0 in R 3 (t 1 ; t 2 ) (1.1) with > 0, Leray's (backward) self-similar solutions are of the form u(x; t) = (t) U ( (t)x) p(x; t) = 2 (t)P ( (t)x) with (t) = 1 p 2a (T ? t) ; (1.2) where a > 0, U(y) = (U 1 ; U 2 ; U 3 )(y) and P(y) are de ned in R 3 . One also requires that certain natural energy norms of u be nite. (Otherwise there exist nontrivial solutions. See Remark 5.4.) The Navier-Stokes equations for u give the system ? U + aU + a (y r) U + (U r) U + rP = 0 div U = 0 in R 3
(1.3)
Date. January 8, 1997. 1 for U. As suggested by Leray, a nonzero U would produce a solution u of (1.1) with a singularity at (0; T). This would give a counterexample to the open question whether a solution of (1.1) satisfying natural energy estimates can develop a singularity. In addition to looking for particular singular solutions, the study of self-similar solutions seems to be important also from a more general point of view. It is related to the scaling property of (1.1), the fact that if u (x; t) solves (1.1), then so do the rescaled functions u r (x; t) := ru ? rx; r 2 (t ? T) + T for each r > 0. If (0; T) is a singular point, then the asymptotics of the singularity is encoded in the behavior of u r as r ! 0 + . If u r converges to a limit u, the limit u must be self-similar, i.e. (u) r = u for all r > 0, which implies u is of the form (1.2). Of course, more complicated singularities may possibly exist. The study of self-similar solutions has proved to be very useful in the investigations of singularities of many equations with similar scaling properties, such as the harmonic map heat ow, semilinear heat equations, and nonlinear Schr odinger equations, see for example Str] , GK], KL]. It is hoped that the study of (1.3) can shed some light on the regularity question for the Navier-Stokes equations.
The known regularity criteria for Navier-Stokes equations (such as Se] , FJR], vW, p190], Gi], Str2] , Ta], CF]) do not apply to self-similar singularities (unless certain quantities are small). The main result of NRS] is that the only weak solution of (1.3) belonging to L 3 ? R 3 is U 0. Also see MNPS]. (They showed the same conclusion under a stronger assumption, but without using results from CKN] .) The L 3 integrability condition will hold if the corresponding solution u of the Navier-Stokes equations satis es the global energy estimates where A : S 2 ! R 3 is smooth. At the same time, this seems to be a very natural candidate for a self-similar singularity: the function u given by (1.2) 1 will satisfy the local energy estimates, and u(x; t) ! u T (x) as t ! T ? , where u T (x) = A(x=jxj)=jxj is homogeneous of degree ?1. One might speculate that after the blow-up time T u would become a forward (or de-focusing) self-similar solution, (the existence of such solutions was studied in GM], CP]), providing a rather nice interior singularity.
In addition, as suggested in CKN], the blowup rate of a singularity of u at (0; T)
is (at least in \parabolic average") ju(x; t)j C jxj + p T ? t ; (1.6) which is satis ed by a solution u given by (1.2) if U has the decay (1.5).
In this paper we exclude the possibility of such self-similar singularities. In fact, we prove the following results. Theorem 1. If a weak solution U of (1.3) belongs to L q ? R 3 , for some q 2 (3; 1], then it must be constant (and hence identically zero if q < 1). Theorem 2. Suppose u is a weak solution of (1.1) satisfying the local energy estimates (1.4) in the cylinder Q 1 (0; T) = B 1 (0) (T ? 1; T). If u is of the form (1.2) 1 , then u is identically zero.
We refer the reader to Section 2 for the de nitions of weak solutions. A particular corollary of these results is that a weak solution U of (1.3) with the decay (1.5) must be zero.
Let us explain the main idea of the proof. We recall from NRS] that the smooth function (y) = 1 2 jU(y)j 2 + P(y) + ay U(y) for arbitrary small > 0, from which (1.8) does not follow. This seems to be a serious obstacle for generalizing the method used in NRS] to q > 3.
Our key observation is that (1.9) and, in fact, even a much weaker condition
for some nite N (no matter how large), is su cient to imply is constant. Heuristically, for the di erential equation v(y) = y rv(y);
(1.11) the right hand side is a \magnifying force", (cf. 1-D case: v 00 = xv 0 ). Therefore, a solution should either be constant, or grow unboundedly. In addition, in R 3 , a radial solution v (y) = (r), r = jyj, satis es 0 (r) = c 1 r 2 exp r 2 2 ;
(1.12) which suggests that a nonconstant solution blows up at the same rate as . This also suggests that we can nd suitable comparison functions with very fast growth. Based on this observation, we will prove a Liouville type lemma which implies is constant under the assumption (1.10) in Section 5. In the other part of this paper, we establish the estimates (1.10). It should be emphasized that Theorem 2 is purely local in the sense that we do not impose any boundary condition on u. This is related to one special aspect of our analysis. In the study of Navier-Stokes equations, the pressure is usually considered as a \global" term and can be di cult to deal with. and then apply the partial regularity result in CKN] to obtain (1.10). Our plan for this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall the de nitions and prove some results about the pressure. In Section 3 we prove the growth estimates (1.10) for Theorem 1, using the representation formula for Stokes system and certain results from harmonic analysis. In Section 4 we prove the estimates (1.10) for Theorem 2, using A p weights and a variant of Proposition 2 from CKN]. In Section 5 we prove the Liouville type lemma and conclude Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. To understand quickly the main idea, the reader may just assume (1.10) and go directly to Section 5.
Preliminaries
This section establishes notational conventions and some de nitions. First we discuss the notation. We use Q r to denote the parabolic cylinders Q r (x; T) = B r (x) ? T ? r 2 ; T : We will also use the summation convention. We write u i;j = @ j u i = @ui @xj , and use the letters C and c to denote generic constants which may change from line to line.
As far as the de nitions of solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations (1.1) are concerned, we refer the reader to CKN] for the concept of Leray-Hopf weak solutions, ( Le] (i) the equation (1.1), interpreted in the sense of distributions, (ii) the local energy estimates (1.4), (iii) the assumption that the pressure p belong to L 5=4 (Q r ), and (iv) the generalized energy inequality, (see CKN] p.779). When we consider Leray-Hopf weak solutions, only (i), (ii) and an energy inequality (instead of (iv)) are required. Among the above conditions, (iv) is satis ed by any smooth solution of (1.1). Also, (iii) can be derived from (i), (ii), and (iv) if we impose a 0-boundary condition on u. See SvW] , LL]. However, in general (iii) is not a result of (i), (ii), and (iv), as can be seen from the following example. We use Serrin's idea ( Se] , p.187) and consider the vector eld u de ned by u (x; t) = (T ? t) s (1; 0; 0) ; 0 < s < 1 5 : u is a Leray-Hopf weak solution in Q 1 (0; T) (with non-homogeneous boundary condition). (In fact, u is a Leray-Hopf weak solution in B 1 (0) (T ?1; T + 1) if we extend u to B 1 (0) (T; T + 1) by zero.) However, since p (x; t) = s (T ? t) s?1 x 1 + const:; p does not belong to L 5=4 (Q 1 ) and hence (u; p) is not a suitable weak solution in Q 1 . We remark that, in Theorem 2, we do not require the weak solution u to be a Leray-Hopf weak solution. Our only requirements (apart from self-similarity) are (i) and ( Regarding the pressure, in the de nition of a weak solution U, we do not require the speci cation of the pressure function. On the other hand, given a weak solution U, one can always locally de ne P such that (U; P) solves (1.3) in bounded regions.
(For example, we can apply the results for Stokes system from Ga I] p.180, with the body force f = aU + a (y r) U + (U r) U:) In any given connected region P is unique up to a constant. Therefore we can de ne a pressure P R in each ball B R (0) and make them agree with each other by specifying R B1 P R = 0 (or a xed constant). In this way we can de ne P globally. Since U is smooth, P is also smooth.
Another way to de ne P is by considering its equation. One takes the divergence of (1.3) and formally deduces
If 2 < q < 1, one can de ne
, where R j , j = 1; 2; 3, are the classical Riesz transforms, (see for example St] ). We will show that e P is smooth and di ers from P by a constant.
We can also de ne e P by (2.2) for the case q = 1. In that case, e P is to be understood as a BMO function and is de ned by duality, see JN 
Finally, if P is de ned as earlier in this section, then P ? e P is constant if 2 < q < 1, and a ne if q = 1.
Proof. To show e P is a distributional solution of (2.1), one has to show ? 
This shows that e P is a distributional solution of (2.1). We remark that, by de nition and the fact that ' 2 C 1 c with mean value zero, R i R j ' remains the same independently of whether ' is considered as an L 2 function or as an H 1 function.
Since U is smooth and e P solves (2.1) in distributional sense, e P is also smooth by We know F = r e P ? rP, hence F = 0 in R 3 since both P and e P solve (2.1). Therefore F is analytic. We now claim that we have D F (0) = 0 for each in the case 2 < q < 1, and for each with j j 1 in the case q = 1. (Clearly this is enough to conclude that F is 0 (respectively, constant) by its analyticity.) To prove the claim, we note that, since D F = 0, for every radial function ' 2 C 1 c with R ' = 1, we have D F (0) = (?1) j j Z R 3 F (y) 3+j j (D ') ( y) dy ( St, p.275] ). We claim that, as ! 0, all terms obtained by substituting (2.6) into the above integral converge to zero. Since the proof is similar to that in NRS], we will only give an illustration and show how to deal with the terms involving (y r) U and r e P in the case q = 1. Hence this term goes to zero for each .
We have shown that F is some constant vector c (c = 0 if q < 1). Hence r e P ? P = c. Therefore e P ? P (y) = e P ? P (0) + c y. The proof is complete.
Since adding a constant to P does not have any e ect, we can assume P = e P in the case 2 < q < 1. We remark that, in Section 4, we will again de ne e P by (2.2), for the case when U is in certain weighted L p space involving A p -weights.
3. Growth estimates: Theorem 1 In this section we establish the growth estimates for Theorem 1. We rst derive a local gradient estimate for U. Then we use a bootstrap argument to obtain the polynomial growth of the pressure at in nity. Finally we use the Green's representation formula for Stokes system to improve the growth estimate of U. We remark that obtaining the local estimate of rU requires certain weak local control of U and P. We obtain this weak control of P by considering e P given by (2.2). The global control of U gives us a (weak) global control of e P, which we then use to obtain a local control of e P and P. It is also possible to obtain local estimates of P in terms of local norms of U. We will discuss related estimates of the Stokes system in a forthcoming paper ST] .
In this section, we will work on balls B = B (y 0 ) with center y 0 2 R 3 and radius < 10.
3.1. Gradient estimate. In this subsection we prove Lemma 3.1. Let U be a weak solution of (1.3). If U 2 L q , 3 q < 1, then krUk 2;B1(y0) + kUk 6;B1(y0) = o jy 0 j 1=2 as jy 0 j ! 1: Proof. We de ne P by (2.2). For a given center y 0 , let be a cut o function with compact support in B 2 (y 0 ), = 1 in B 1 (y 0 ) ; jr j + jr 2 j < 20. We take the dot product of ( 1.3) Let us use the following weighted inequality in R n , which is due to Leray and Hardy. For any f 2 C 1 c (R n ), 1 r < n, and any y 2 R n , we have k f (z) jz ? yj k r;R n r n ? r krfk r;R n : (3.10) (See Ga I] p.59 for a proof and the references, also see La] p.16 for the case r = 2.) Now we set r = 2 and choose a smooth cut-o function with compact support in B 4 (y), = 1 in B 2 (y), jr j < 1. We substitute f = U into (3.10) and get k U (z) jz for any small > 0. This is the main di culty we will encounter if we try to use the same method to do the case q = 3. (iii) Our analysis begins from the estimate of krUk 2;B1 , which is based on the control of kUk 3;B2 . Hence to deal with the case q < 3 would seem to require a di erent idea. (iv) For 3 < q < 1, as one easily sees, we can weaken the assumption U 2 L q ? R 3 to kUk q;B2(y) + kPk q=2;B2(y) ! 0 as jyj ! 1:
3.4. Another approach for 3 q < 9. In the case 3 q < 9, one can apply the Hence by NRS], Proposition 2.1, u is bounded in Q 1=2 (x 0 ; T) for jx 0 j bigger than some r 0 , which is independent of the direction. Therefore, by Se], Oh], r k u are uniformly bounded for jxj 2 r 0 ? 1 4 ; r 0 + 1 4 , t 2 ? T ? 1 4 ; T , for each k = 0; 1; 2... In terms of U, we get the rst part of (3.11). We also need to obtain decay estimates for P, which is slightly more di cult than the proof of a corresponding statement in NRS]. Nevertheless, it is possible to prove the second part of (3.11) by using the integral form of R i R j in R 3 , R i R j f(y) = lim ju (x; t) j 2 dxdt < 2 ; (3.12) where 2 is an absolute constant. If we could apply the previous computation, we would conclude the same estimates (3.11) for 2 < q < 1. However, TX] assumes the local energy estimates (1.4) for u in Q R which, in our case, is not a consequence of either (3.12) or the assumption U 2 L q ? R 3 .
4. Growth estimates: Theorem 2 In this section we establish the growth estimates for Theorem 2, that is, under the assumption of the local energy estimates (1.4) for u. By CKN] Since u is a weak solution of (1.1) by assumption, U is a weak solution of (1.3). Hence U and u are both smooth. In particular, u is a \Leray-Hopf weak solution" and it di ers from a \suitable weak solution" only by lacking the estimate p 2 L 5=4 (Q 1 (0; T)) :
From (4.1) one also has krUk 2;B1(y0) + kUk 10=3;B1(y0) = o jy 0 j 1=2 : If one assumes suitable control of kPk 3=2;B1 (or certain weaker norm), one can follow the bootstrap argument in Subsection 3.2 to obtain certain polynomial growth control of U and P. Unfortunately, the growth control of U cannot be improved by using Green's representation formula because of the term I 3 in Subsection 3.3, (cf.
Remark 3.2 (ii)).
Instead, we will show that u is a suitable weak solution, and apply the partial regularity result from CKN] to get the growth estimates of U. To show u is a suitable weak solution we have to \ nd" a pressure p satisfying (4.2). We will do this by using some weighted estimates involving A p -weights. R 3 . We summarize the above discussion in the following Lemma 4.1. Let u be a weak solution of (1.1) in Q 1 satisfying the local energy estimates (1.4). If u is of the form (1.2) 1 , then u is smooth, and we can nd a smooth function p 2 L 5=3 (Q 1 ) of the form (1.2) 2 such that (u; p) is a suitable weak solution of (2.1) in Q 1 .
We remark that, by construction, the L 5=3 -norm of p is bounded by the local energy of u. More generally, by using similar arguments one can also bound kpk r=2;Q1 by kuk 2 r;Q1 if one assumes u 2 L r (Q 1 ) for r 2 (2; 6). (One uses the A r=2 weight jyj ?r=2 .)
We will use the following lemma, which is a variant of the Proof. We may assume T = 0. If the corollary was not true, one could nd y k 2 R 3 , jy k j ! 1, and jU (y k ) j jy k j > k: Let us denote y=jyj by b y. The set f b y k g has an accumulation point x on the unit sphere fjyj = 1g. We may assume that b y k ! x by considering a subsequence. We claim that u is not bounded in any Q r ( x ; 0) for 2 (0; 1) and r 2 (0; 1=2). To see this, let us x and r, and let 0 = ? ?r 2 = 1 p 2a r ?1 , (we recall that (t) = (?2at) ?1=2 ). For k large enough, we have jy k j > 0 and j b y k ? x j < r. Let t k be the time which satis es (t k ) = jy k j. One checks easily that (t k ) = ?1 jy k j > 0 and hence t k 2 ? ?r 2 ; 0 . Therefore the point ( b y k ; t k ) is contained in Q r ( x ; 0). On the other hand, ju ( b y k ; t k ) j = (t k ) jU ( (t k ) b y k ) j = ?1 jy k j jU (y k ) j > ?1 k: This shows the claim, that is, all points on the segment f( x ; 0) : 2 (0; 1)g are singular. This is a contradiction to the fact that the singular set at the top of the parabolic cylinder has one-dimensional Hausdor measure zero. This contradiction shows our corollary.
To nish the proof of Theorem 2, we have several possibilities. The rst way is to observe that, since U is smooth, U 2 L q ? R 3 for q > 3 by Lemma 4.1 and It is interesting to compare it with (1.6).
Remark 5.4. To conclude that a solution of (1.3) is zero, certain assumptions on the growth of U are necessary, as can be seen from the following example. Let be an arbitrary harmonic function on R 3 . Let U = r and P = ? 1 2 jUj 2 ? ay U, (i.e. = 0). Then (U; P) solves Leray's equations (1.3). This gives us certain heuristic reason for considering the quantity . The fact that the quantity 1 2 juj 2 + p satis es a maximal principle for the stationary Navier-Stokes equations is well-known (see e.g. Se2, p.261], GW]), and has played an important role in recent results ( FR1, 2] , Str3]) regarding the regularity of solutions of the stationary Navier-Stokes equations in higher dimensions. ? U + aU + ay rU + U rU + rP = g; div U = 0 for some U, g with U g 0. By using the methods in this paper we can obtain some partial results on Sche er's question, but the general case seems to remain open.
